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What would happen if you blend the high speed thrash metal with hardcore punk, hiphop,
stoner rock and black metal, throw in some lyrics inspired by street culture, skateboarding and
graffiti and add the mystic stage image which includes brutal masks and the banners depicting
the mighty BearTsar? You’ll get the unstoppable mosh machine which high adrenaline shows
attract crowds of headbangers everywhere from Moscow to Berlin and which goes by the name
of Siberian Meat Grinder!
The unique music style and energetic performances has allowed Siberian Meat Grinder to play
at some of the world famous extreme music festivals, including Brutal Assault, With Full Force,
Resurrection, Groezrock, Pod Parou, Superbowl of Hardcore, Punk Rock Holiday, Fluff Fest,
Resist To Exist, tour together with Terror, Sick Of It All, Nasty, Deez Nuts and regularly share
the stage with the bands like Agnostic Front, Napalm Death, Power Trip, Ratos De Porao, Born
From Pain, Skeletonwitch, Entombed A.D, Obituary, Sodom, Slayer and others.
The band was formed in 2011 by the veterans of Russian underground hardcorepunk and rap
scene. Siberian Meat Grinder started rapidly gaining popularity right after its debut single –
crossover thrash anthem “Hail To The Tsar” which was followed by two mini albums “Hail To
The Tsar” (2012) and “Versus The World” (2013). Both recordings were rereleased as one
album on CD and vinyl by Dirty Six/Destiny Records in 2015. The release was met with a huge
enthusiasm by the fans and critics, for example it hit the 10th position of CoreTex TOP20 for
2015.
A distinctive role in a band’s way to success was played by the numerous videos, produced by
the band itself and demonstrating the world of Siberian Meat Grinder: giant mosh pits and risky
stagedives, graffiti covered trains, unearthly figures wearing bear masks, motorcycle speed
freaks, mystical skateboarding gangs and cryptic forest rituals. The official music video for the
song “Walking Tall” even has an appearance of Vinnie Stigma of Agnostic Front himself.
Another side of the SMG’s activity adored by the fans from all over the world is a band’s original
merchandise, designed by some of the most interesting and influential artists from Russia and
CIS and dedicated to the world of the Bear Tsar – the band’s mascot and the ruler of the
Siberian Hell!

Due to its dedication to hard work and the love for the music and underground culture Siberian
Meat Grinder has managed to create its own subculture within a subculture, attracting followers
from all over the planet!
Right now the band is recording its new full length album and is getting ready for the new tours
to spread the Siberian hardcore/metal disease in the name of the BearTsar!
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